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Highlights from our week!
January 25th-
January 29th

This week in Pre-K, we continued our
unit on Fairy Tales! We learned about
Rapunzel and Jack & The Beanstalk!

We also continued our Fundations
curriculum with learning the letter Q!



Literacy

During our Fundations lessons,
we learned the letter Q! As a
class we learned what it looks
like, what sound it makes, and
how to trace it!

We came up with a list of words
as a class that start with the
letter Q: quarter, quack,
quesadilla, quick, quiet, queen,
quilt, question, quartz, and
quality! In total, we came up with 16 words!

We did a Q letter search where the children used dobber markers to
mark every letter Q they could find in a letter scramble!

We did a make your own letter Q craft! Each child received a blank
letter Q page which they got to decorate and transform into animals can
resemble the letter Q, like ducks, turkeys and elephants!

We combined literacy with fine motor skills development using an
alphabet weaving activity! The children matched letter cutouts with
holes in them to their weaving board counterparts, and then took string
and weaved them together!



We read many books together for story time! This week for our fairy tales
we read various versions of the classic tales Rapunzel and Jack and the
Beanstalk!

While we read our fairy tale books, we talked about story-building
vocabulary like the setting, characters, and plot of each story.
Additionally, we compared and contrasted the different versions of the
fairy tales that we read to discover together what was similar and different
in the stories!

Math and Science

For Math and Science this week, we
practiced measuring, counting and
patterns by integrating our art projects with
mathematical elements:

As an art project, the children built
their own shape pizzas! After they
made their pizza, they counted the total number of each kind of shape
(circles, triangles, rectangles) and wrote down how many of each shape
they used in their project!

Another math and art combined project was our Rapunzel tower
measuring project! The class had so much fun making their own
Rapunzels with long, long hair. After their Rapunzels were complete,
each child measured the length of Rapunzel's hair with snap cubes
and wrote the total number of cubes themselves! The longest hair that
we counted to was 27 cubes long!

We built colorful numbers 1-9 out of magnetiles!

We also did a 1-10 number match puzzle where the children counted
the number of dots on the puzzle pieces and matched them to the written
number counterpart!

Additionally, we counted the days up to the date every day during our
morning meeting. This week we counted to January 29th!



Art
We worked on several art projects
this week about the stories we read
(Rapunzel and Jack & the
Beanstalk):

The class made their own
Rapunzels in her tower using
construction paper, crayons,
colored pencils, and markers!
After they created their
Rapunzel, they measured her hair using snap cubes!

We made our very own Pre-K Beanstalk! Everyone made their own
leaf for the beanstalk using paint, tissue paper and construction paper.
After they finished their leaf, they showed the class how they climb
like Jack in the story and put a picture of themselves on their leaf!

We decorated a giant playhouse made out of construction paper!

The class practiced their scissor skills by coloring, cutting out, and
pasting together their own winter hats!

Social Emotional

For our social emotional curriculum
this week, we learned about
personal strengths:



We did a class art project
about each child's favorite
way to learn! Each child cut
out and pasted different
choices about learning onto
their art project: learning with
music or no music, by
themselves or in a group,
sitting or standing, and so on!

We watched "A Pep Talk By
Kid President" and did a
corresponding "What am I really good at?" collage! We talked about
recognizing and celebrating the different things that we are really good
at, like making friends and counting. The class then made a collage all
about their personal strengths!

Lastly, we did an interactive story with Tom and Tabby cat about self-
control!

Announcements and
Reminders

Please make sure to fill out the daily
attestation on Remini every morning
before dropping your child off at Tobin.
We are also asking that you attempt to
sign in and sign out your child using

the Remini app and the QR code located
on the ramp.

As the weather continues to get colder, we will continue to try and get outside
for recess twice a day. Please make sure your children have weather

appropriate gear such as gloves, hates, or mittens.

Have a great weekend!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-gQLqv9f4o
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